ATI'ACHMENT 3.

REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE
FROM THE FACULTY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The F acuity Advisory Committee wishes to call your attention to the activities connected with
bringing forward to the University Faculty, changes in the Tenure and Promotion procedures
recommended by the University Tenure and Promotion Committee. The Chair of that Committee
has met with the Faculty Advisory Committee on three occasions to gain endorsement of the
proposed changes and work out the details of a procedure for advancing the motion to the
Faculty. It is presently proposed that the Tenure and Promotion Committee will bring the matter
forward at a Spring meeting of the University Faculty, yet to be scheduled by the presiding
officer. Ample notice of this meeting will be provided and written amendments will be welcomed.
Submitted amendments will be distributed to the Voting Faculty before the scheduled meeting,
and motions to amend or require other disposition will be accepted from the floor.
The below material was supplied by the Chair of the UniversityTenure and Promotion Committee
in his briefing of the Faculty Advisory Committee at its November 8, 1994 meeting. This
summarizes the actions connected with the proposed changes. It is provided here for your
information, as submitted. The Chair of the Tenure and Promotion Committee wishes the Senate
to know that the University Committee has been responsive to the requests of the Faculty
Advisory Committe and has made a conscientious effort to reach out to all stakeholders in this
matter.
[The four page memo to Alan Bauerschmidt from Rick Stephens will be attached here.]
[A notice at the end of the four page memo will announce [[Attachments available in the Faculty
Senate Office] to permit Faculty access to additional materials attached to the memo.]
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Memo
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Alan Bauerschmidt, Chair of Faculty Advisory Committee
Rick Stephens, Chair University Committee on Tenure and Promotion
November 6, 1994
UCTP Briefing for FAC

Enclosures
1. Overheads for Briefing Candidates for Tenure and Promotion (Memo to Unit Tenure and Promotion
Chairs , May 11, 1994).
2. Rationale, letter to members of UCTP 26 Aug 94.
3. Letter to Walter H. Parham, General Counsel at USC 12 September 1994.
4. Invitation letter to deans and unit T&P chairs September 15, 1994.
I'll be glad to come to the meeting on November 9th to brief the Faculty Advisory Committee on any
matters concerning the University Committee on Tenure and Promotion that FAC wishes to discuss .
The purpose of this memorandum is to communicate to FAC 1) What we do annually to assist faculty
members and unit T&P chairs in preparing tenure and promotion files , 2) What we have done this year to
explain the rationale for the proposed T&P language changes that would go into the Faculty Manual and to
respond to concerns faculty members are raising about these changes, and 3) What we are doing to
respond to faculty concerns about UCTP.

Assistance in Preparing Guidelines, Tenure and Promotion Files
UCTP reviews and approves unit tenure and promotion guidelines and meets with individual units to assist
them in preparing and revising their guidelines. UCTP's major concern is that the unit tenure and
promotion guidelines specify clearly what the criteria and standards are for promotion and tenure. The
chair of UCTP receives a number of questions through out the year from candidates and unit chairs
regarding how to put files together, what forms of evidence are appropriate, who should be asked to serve
as outside referees, etc.
UCTP sponsors annually in May an orientation for unit chairs and candidates. I've included a copy of some
presentation charts we used in the May 1994 sessions. Since many people called to say they missed the
May session we sent a copy of these bullet charts to each department chair and unit T&P chair.
UCTP chair also has or will make presentations on tenure and promotion procedures at the 1) new USC
faculty orientation sessions (August), 2) tr1e nevv' facu!t~: oric;1tation sessions sponsored by the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences (November 3) and 3) the Lilly Mentoring Program for Faculty (November

10).
Explaining Rationale for Proposed Changes in Faculty Manual
UCTP chair provided written rationale for proposed changes in a letter to new UCTP members and
reiterated the rationale in remarks at the General Faculty meeting on September 7. I'm providing FAC with
copy of letter sent to all UCTP members on August 26 .
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UCTP chair arranged with Provost's Office and Computer Services to get copy of proposed changes put on
USC Gopher and sent letters to each dean and unit T&P chair indicating that UCTP would be glad to send
a representative to discuss proposed rationale for the changes , the proposed language and to hear the
concerns of faculty. A copy of these t.vo letters is e:::lcs::d. UCTP has visited, will visit or has had long
discussions with several units including the College of Applied Professional Sciences, the College of
Journalism and Mass Communications, the School of Music, the Department of Chemical Engineering,
the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, the Department of Germanic, Slavic & Oriental
Languages and Literatures, the Department of Sociology, the Department of History, and the College of
Criminal Justice.
UCTP chair has met on two occasions with Faculty Advisory Committee.

Responding to Faculty Concerns About UCTP
UCTP chair reported the following at UCTP meeting on October 19th (extracted from our minutes) :

Chair noted in his report that a number of people have responded to UCTP's letter to unit T & P
ch<0i;s, dapartmant chai;s and deans, saying UCTP would be glad to send a representative to
discuss proposed changes in Faculty Manual. Bob Stephenson reported on his visit to the
College of Journalism and Mass Communications. Bob said faculty in that unit are concerned
about inference that could be drawn regarding service - that proposed language changes would
put more emphasis on scholarship than on service. He noted that the Department of Statistics
had also expressed a similar concern. Chair said he would meet with music faculty on October
21 and Bob Oakman would visit with faculty in College of Applied Professional Sciences.
Chair reported on developments regarding three concerns of our colleagues around campus: 1)
how their opinions on the proposed T & P language changes for Faculty Manual would be heard,
2) whether a general faculty meeting would-be called to approve the so-called "goldenrod
booklet" (i.e., the UCTP's A Guide to USC-Columbia Tenure and Promotion Procedures (Revised,
November 1, 1990 and 3) what we are doing to improve the perception faculty members have
about UCTP.
Faculty Opinions on T & P Language Changes: Chair reminded UCTP that the Faculty
Advisory Committee has voted to recommend approval of our proposed language changes. Chair
reminded UCTP that letter went out to all units saying UCTP would welcome opportunity to come
and listen to faculty concerns and to explain rationale for proposed changes. Chair explained
rationale at general faculty meeting on September 7. Nevertheless, faculty may want to amend
our language and the question is how can proposals be processed and a final vote taken. Chair
wrote provost to propose a procedure and Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC) took up the matter
at its October 12th meeting. Provost, UCTP chair and President's parliamentarian (Charles
Weasmer, GINT) attended the meeting. Parliamentarian says by-laws do not allow for a mail
ballot vote and while the by-laws might be changed to allow for such a vote, FAC advised against
seeking such a change. The final recommendation of FAC that chair Alan Bauerschmidt (BADM)
will communicate to President is: _

1. Special general faculty meeting be called to vote on this matter sometime in
spring (perhaps February or March) after faculty have had a chance to review and discuss
proposed language changes. Reiterate in call that Faculty Manual defines who is eligible to vote
at this meeting and that only those members eligible to vote on this matter should vote.
Parliamentarian can decide if vote is to be taken by secret ballot but what is clear is that the final
UCTP to FAC Memo 6 Nov 94 - 2
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vote on this matter must take place at this meeting and so only those attending the meeting will
have a chance to vote.
2. Publicize the call for this meeting and reiterate once again the various sources
where people can find the UCTP recommendations (e.g., on USC Gopher, attached to May 1994
general faculty meeting minutes, copies faxed to all deans, can get copies from Faculty Senate
office or Provost's Office). Direct mail letters will go out to all eligible faculty (chair recalls). FAC
also advises publicizing the meeting in faculty newsletter, on USC Gopher, etc. In President's call
of this meeting he'll note points made in # 1 above. The President will note that written
amendments should be sent to the Faculty Senate office in sufficient time for them to be copied
for distribution at the meeting. Still, amendments may also be made from the floor.
3. Final vote on this matter will be taken at this specially called faculty meeting.

Faculty Approval of "Goldenrod Booklet": Some faculty members (and they expressed
this view at general faculty meeting September 7) believe the guidelines booklet UCTP uses and _;
widely distributes should be approved by the general faculty. Chair notes that booklet was done
when Bob Stephenson was chair of UCTP in 1986 and that it has not been approved by general
faculty. Charles Weasmer, Chuck Tucker, Bob Felix, Faust Pauluzzi, among others, believe this
should be done. Weasmer has put that in writing in letter to UCTP chair (arrived after our Oct 19 v'
meeting) and Tucker plans to call for this to be done at a general faculty meeting this year. He is
chair of local chapter of AAUP and will do this in that role.
Herbert Johnson has written USC general counsel Walter Parham on UCTP's behalf asking
for an opinion regarding whether we need to seek general faculty approval of this guide book or
whether (as UCTP has interpreted since 1986) the booklet simply implements policy already
approved by general faculty. The booklet notes in introduction on page 1 that "It must be
recognized that this guide to procedures for the operation of the tenure and promotion process at
USC-Columbia is intended to be interpretive rather than a controlling authority. In the event of
any inconsistency between the tenure and promotion procedures published in The Faculty
Manual and/or duly promulgated departmental criteria as they may be amended from time to time,
such inconsistencies shall be resolved in favor of these latter authorities."
Herb said at our meeting October 19 that Parham had not responded to his letter of
September 12 and that he would follow up.

Improving Faculty Perceptions of UCTP: Chair UCTP noted in his remarks to general
faculty on September 7 that UCTP works long hours to make as fair assessment of candidates'
files as possible and that we truly are an independent voice in the review process, mindful or our
responsibilities to faculty colleagues to apply unit criteria as we review the evidence supporting a
candidate's claims to have met the criteria and standards for promotion and tenure. Chair noted
in that meeting we are respectful of the voice of all concerned in these matters but are intimidated
by none of them.
Chair of UCTP receives a lot of questions from people on campus, requests for
opinions, etc. Chair receives calls from President, Provost, deans, unit T & P chairs, candidates,
colleagues who were unsuccessful in receiving tenure and or promotion, and from members of
UCTP. Biggest concerns are about getting files together for candidates, revising guidelines and
internal rules for deciding who can vote on revised guidelines. Chair is referring questions to our
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two standing subcommittees and asking that every member of UCTP actively serve on one of
these committees. Questions received this year include:
When are files due and where?
We have a lot of married couples in our department and spouses are voting on
spouses. We wan& to stop it? Can we?
Do you know of any units who specify clearly that this can't be done, that it
violates ethics laws of State of South Carolina?
We want only full professors voting on changes in our guidelines that affect
candidates for full professor? Can we do that?
Who exactly is eligible to approve the revised guidelines at unit level?
I know of cases where a candidate didn't get tenured or promoted, and yet at our
breakfast meeting with President and Provost, that candidate's name didn't come up as one of the
cases where UCTP differed with the thinking of Provost or President? How can that be? Can we
trust what they tell us at the year-end breakfast meeting?
I don't believe the repon of last year's chair of UCTP to faculty senate regarding
consistency of UCTP vote with vote of Provost/President is accurate? Can you check it out?
I've been denied promotion twice and know that UCTP can't do anything about it
but do you have any advice on how I can make my case stronger?
I'm sending a copy of our most current guidelines as you requested. But we sent
proposed changes in to UCTP a couple of years ago and I don't know where things stand. Can
you help?

Chair wrote letter to several faculty members inviting them for informal sessions at faculty
house on Thursday afternoons. A number have come and we've had a good and frank exchange
about all these matters. Among those coming are: Charles Weasmer, Chuck Tucker, Bob Felix
and Faust Pauluzzi.

Attachments are available in the Faculty Senate Office.
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